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05-10 Mustang GT & GT500 Oil Catch Can Passenger Side Installation
05+ Mustang Assembly & Installation Instructions:
1. Determine mounting location. See recommended locations below.
2. Install the mounting bracket to the oil catch can lid using the supplied Allen head bolt and key.
3. Install the steel mesh into the inlet chamber side of the top of the can and leave the outlet empty then install
the screen and O-ring to hold it in. (Inlet side is the side coming from the valve cover).
4. Install the bottom half the can to the top.
5. Using the existing hole, mount the oil catch can to the top of the strut tower.
6. Find the hose going from the valve cover to the intake tube and remove it. **Shelby owners refer to Figure A, B
& C and follow the step a-c below, GT owners ignore steps a-c and continue to step 5.**
a. Remove stock hose going from the valve cover to Supercharger.
b. Cut factory ends off leaving approximately 2” of hose left in place.
c. Slide the provided hose over the factory ends, trim hose if necessary and route as seen below.
7. The new routing of the hose should go from the valve cover to the oil catch can inlet then from the outlet side of
the catch can to the intake tube. Layout the supplied hose and cut to proper length.
8. Push the hose onto the valve cover and onto one side of the oil catch can barb.
9. Push the other house onto the other side of the oil catch can and then onto the intake tube.

NEVER RETURN OIL FROM THE CATCH CAN BACK INTO THE ENGINE
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